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This report (the "Contract Completion Report* or 6bIBeport9') summarizes the successful 
completion of the Development of the Securities Market Project/Kaz&tan (the "CBroject") 
b d e d  by the United States Agency for International Development ("USAID") and 
implemented by the Pragma Corporation ("Pragrna", or USAIDldlAR-Pragma) during the 
period fiom June 14, 1997 through October 3 1, 1999. 

The Project is the continuation of the USAD'S technical assistance and support for the 
development of capital markets in Kazakhstan that began in August 1994. 

Mially, the support involved all aspects of capita1 market development including the creation of 
an independent National Securities Commission, the development of trading infrastructure, such 
as the stock exchange, share registries and depositories, the creation and promotion of 
l[nternationd Accounting Standards GAS) in lGzakhan, and the facilitation of lhzakhstm's 
mass privatization program. Pragma's USAID sponsored program began in September 1996. 
Since then Prsagma has been recowed  as the lead contractor for USAD to assist the 
Govement of Mazakhstan in developing it's capital markets. 

The Project's objectives were to: 

Create the institutions and conditions under which the private sector market participants, 
both domestic and foreign, can Eunctiorn, and 

a Develop financial instruments that pension h d s  and other investors can buy and sell at the 
exchange. 

During the life of the Project the original Task Order was modsed to reflect the changes and 
developments in the securities market and update the implementation schedule. There were four 
important modifications to the Scope of Work of the Project. The following objectives were 
added. 

Selling; shares of second tier companies. When the scope of work was modified, 
USALDICm Pragma shifted its emphasis fiom blue chip privatization to assisting the 
Government in selling shares of second tier companies through the stock exchange. That 
change was introduced because the Govement was unwilling to continue with the "Blue 
Chip" Privatization Program. 

Workin? with KASE to help it llfill its $RO responsibilities. The original scope of work 
emphasized the development of a Broker Dealer Association (BDA) as the Securities Market 
Self Regulatory Organization (SRO). However, the BDA was dissolved following the 
econo~nic crisis in Russia in the summer of 1998. The Kazakhstan Stock Exchange (KASE) 
stepped in to assume the SRO role. The National Securities Comission NSC) agreed with 
this c h g e  and indicated that it was prepared to grant the KASE SRO status. USr?UD/CAK- 
Pragma was asked to work with KASE to help it Ilfill the SRO responsibilities. 

Developing new fmancial instruments. During project implementation, USAD recognized 
the need for additional capital market products in Phzakstan So it decided to modify the 
scope of work of the project to address this need. USAD/ CAR-Pragrna was asked to explore 
the possibilities of introducing new investment vehicles into Kazakhstan's capital market 
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(corporate bonds, municipal bonds, mortgage-backed securities, and additional equity 
products). 

4. Assist the Department of Insurance Supervision in drafting: a new insurance law. During 
project implementation, the Govement of Kazakstan adopted as one of its key priorities the 
encouragement of institutional investors such as insurance companies. To help the 
Government, USAID modified the original Task Order and required Pragma to assist the 
Department of Insurance Supervision ("ENS') in drafting a new insurance law. 

As a result of these changes and t&mg into consideration the original scope of work, Bragma 
concentrated its activities in the following areas during project implementation: 

1) Continued assistance to the National Securities Commission ("NSC") focusing on 
strengthening the enforcement powers of the NSC; developing its legal and regulatory structure; 
developing the NSC's rule-makimg capability; and providing training to the NSC on introduction 
and use of International Accounting Standards and various other securities market issues; 

2) Assistance on privatization of second tier state companies and blue chips with 
major focus on developing a pipeline of companies trading on the stock exchange; facilitating the 
flow of paperwork necessary for the s h e  sales to actually occur; assisting the companies in 
meeting the listing requirements of the KASE; promoting independent share registry and central 
depository systems; developing internet resources to provide access to updated idoranation on 
the companies in the program; and assisting the Govement in creation of necessary 
informational materials; 

3) Development of markets with an emphasis on establishing an OTC market under 
the auspices of the U S E ,  encouraging listing and trading on U S E ,  and further developing 
brokerldealer capabilities; 

4) Continued assistance to the Kazakhstan Stock Exchange and the Central 
Depository in developing their regulatory and organizational structures, ensuring their efficient 
operation; and developing SRO processes; 

5 )  Investigation of the potential for introducing new financial instruments and 
pursuing the development of those that are viable and address the needs of the public finance 
industry; providing corporate finance and investment banking assistance; developing disclosure 
and bond related legislation for NSC; and drafiing regulations for NSC on investment advisors 
and rating agencies; and finally 

6) Assisting the Department of Insurance Supervision in developing the insurance 
industry. 

In November 1998 Rick Gurley, the Contracting Officer's Technical Representative("C0TR") 
for the AK) Mission, signed off on a detailed Action Plan that prioritized the Project's goals 
through its completion. The priorities of the Project for this period were defined as follows: 

assist the NSC in drafting regulations, establishing enforcement powers, 
moving off-exchange trading to the U S E ,  and establishing NSC data 
warehouse/trade reporting system; 
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facilitate the privatization process through assisting and monitoring the 
privatization of state owned shares, assisting and involving brokerldealers in 
working with Government of Kazikhstan ('%OR9) privatization, advocating 
listing of shares of blue chip companies on KASE; 

o further develop the markets by encouraging companies to list and trade on the 
IKASE; 

r, continue assisting the KASE and the Central Depository by guiding the KASE 
into accepting the SRO responsibilities of the ABD, to assist the KASE in 
fmalizing rules for market makers and work in conjunction with broker- 
dealers, to improve broker-dealer operational efficiency and transparency, to 
assist the Central Depository; and 

e perform other activities such as, making the USAD web site a self-sustaining 
entity. 

The rest of the report is divided as follows: Section II contains information on the expatriate 
consultants contracted by the Pragrna Corporation during the life of the Project. Section III 
presents the background and overall assessment of the Project performance, and Section 
IV describes Pragma's achievements in attaining the Project's goals and key objectives. Section 
V describes the creation of Web-Sites and Section VI is the conclusion to this report. 

A staff of ten long-term and six short-term expatriates and 30 local technical and administrative 
personnel worked on the project. Dr. Mohammad Fatoorechie, Pragma's Vice President provided 
the overall project management oversight and liaison and coordination with US AID. In country9 
the following individuals formed the core of the senior resident advisory personnel: 

Chiefs 04 Party: 

1. Gabriel Al-Salem, Capital Market Advisor (September 1997-December 1997) 

2. Simon Eades, Capital Market Advisor (January 1998-February 1 998) 

3. Alan Rosenberg, Attorney (March 1 998) 

4. Daniel Fitzpatrick, Attorney (July 1998-February 1999) 

5. David Lucterhand, Corporate Financefinvestment Banker (March 1999-October 1 998). 

Senior Capital Market Advisors: 

1. Richard Dvorin (Stock Exchangemroker-Dealers) 

2. Timothy Smith (Systems Development) 
Senior Attorneys: 

1. Lois Cohen 

2. Kevin Fogarty 

The short-term advisors were: 

1. John Gafhey, BrokerDealer Training 
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2. Tom Allen, Capital Markets Development 

3. Mary Jae Abbit, Broker-Dealers/Compliance and Regulation 

4. Pad Carlson, Capital MarketslCorporate Finance 

5. Robert Serafii, Public Finance 

6. Robert Googins, Insurance. 

%ecdim 111. round and Overall Assessment of Project Performance 
At the beginning of the project the following factors hampered development of the market: a 
non-hnctional stock exchange and extensive off-exchange trading; status quo approach to 
leadership at the NSC; unavailability of the OTC system which is instrumental for smaller and 
medium-sized companies; and lack of viable products to trade. 

Pragma's entry into Kazakhstan coincided with the Governmental introducing favorable changes 
and capital market activities became progressive and vibrant. USND/CAR was instrumental in 
ensuring that the NSC was established and could efficiently function as an independent agency 
equipped with necessary organizational, regulatory and enforcement tools/powers, and a 
comprehensive data warehousehade reporting system Following is a list of the most salient 
achievements of the project. 

Listing of shares of blue chip and second tier companies on U S E  was successfully 
implemented resulting in eight (8) blue chip companies (share issues) and 57 second tier 
companies (share issues) listed on MASE by the end of the Project. 

An OTC system was successfblly launched and implemented; the off-exchange trading was 
eliminated and moved to KASE. 

A total of 100 private companies were provided comprehensive assistance in listing on 
MASE and 20 got listed. 

The Kazakhstan Stock Exchange was provided with necessary support in accepting the SRO 
responsibilities of the ABD and strengthening its organizational idrastructure. 

The organizational structure for a central depository and clearing and settlement of 
transactions was instituted and enhanced. 

The broker-dealers' operational efficiency and transparency were improved through intensive 
training. 

With the assistance fiom USAID/CAR-Pragrna's legal team, the SRO concepts and custodial 
functions were defined and promoted. The basic investment company configuration was 
prepared. 

With the active involvement of USrUDICAR-Pragma's corporate finance team, new viable 
financial instruments were identified and promoted. 

Insurance legislation was reviewed and a set of appropriate recommendations for its 
improvement was developed. 

The Project web site's (the winner of International Financial Times award-London 1998) 
self-sustainability program was successfully implemented. 
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Pragrna's legal advisory team assisted the Commission in drafted legislation and rules 
covering criteria and organizational structure for the Commission, Brokerldealers, SRO's, 
Central Depository, registrars, custodians, investment and mutual h d s ,  trading concepts 
such as " n o d  holders" and accounting matters. The team developed rules covering 
enforcement, rule-making, SRO's, periodic reporting by public companies, accounting 
disclosures and investment company activities. 

Pragrna legal advisors conducted surveys and analyses to strengthen NSC7s enforcement 
powers. They provided it with flexible, powerfbl and efficient regulatory tools, addressing 
disclosure matters, and corporate governance and insider trading issues. 

Pragrna's legal team also prepared a series of analyses and recommendations on various 
types of security investments that could be used by the Government and private sector in 
Kazakhstan. These instruments included various types of debt offerings (collateralized, 
debenture, mixed debt and equity, high yield/junk bonds, floating ratelindexed instruments, 
municipals, and mortgages) and equity. 

The legal team led an NSC created cornmittee (made up of Government officials, private 
attorneys and consultants) to revise and modernize the existing corporate stock company law. 
The team also advised the Commission on day-to-day matters. 

Pragma also worked with USAID on pension reform. In particular USNDICAR-Pragma 
assisted in the design of new investment policies for the pension system ensuring that such 
policies took in consideration the availability of "blue chip" company sales and KASE 
securities listing and trading. 

The team also provided advice on various regulatory matters such as the rules covering 
brokerldealer and investment h d  activities. The team focused on the possible creation by 
market participants of different types of investment instruments including both equity and 
debt securities. 

The legal team, as legal advisor to the NSC Chairman, attended many meetings involving 
pension h d  reform matters. The Chairman has overall responsibility for both capital 
market development and some components of the pension reform. The USAIDICAR- 
Pragma team and the World Bank staff jointly promoted seminars on capital market 
development and pension fbnd reform in the emerging markets of Kazakhstan and other 
Central Asian countries. 

With guidance from U S m / C A R  ( Mr. Rick Gwley- COTR), Pragma played a leading role 
in assisting the NSC and the State Property Commission in establishing a program for "blue 
chip" stock offerings by formulating the vehicle for making the stock sales (Rule 144A type 
sales through investment bankers to qualified investors). 

USAID/CAR-Psagma also set-up mechanisms for the sales of the stock offerings. Pragma 
sent out invitations to bid on the "blue chip" companies, prepared sales literature, conducted 
"road" shows, and evaluated the responses to the bids. The "blue chip" stock sale program 
provided for exchange listing and, thus, was the first attempt to create a real trading securities 
market in Kazakhstan. Four of the original 15 companies targeted, which bids had been 
received, were approved by the Government and entered the market. 

USAID/CAIP-Pragma was instrumental in establishing the new Kazakhstan Stock Exchange. 
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USAIDICAR-Pragma assisted the KASE with the basic outlines for its charter, listing 
requirements, and trading system. It continued working with the KASE after establishing the 
rules for trading and selecting clearing hardware and soflware packages of the banks (for 
treasury bills) and Central Depository (private company securities). The system was jointly 
used by the banks and the Central Depository. 

USAIDICAR-Pragma provided comprehensive support to U S E  in acquiring an SRQ status. 

tTSAIH)/CAR-Pragma was actively involved in the creation of an OTC market. 
USBPDICA3P-Pragma assisted in establishing rules covering its establishment, and in 
selecting computer hardware, software and other equipment. The OTC provided a venue for 
trading companies that were unable to meet the more stringent listing requirements of the 
U S E ,  attracted companies fiom the "gray" market and provided a more viable and 
convenient venue for trading securities. 

Pragma was actively involved in the creation of a clearance and settlement system for the 
country that entailed the forming of a Central Depository. USmICm-Pragma ensured 
interface between the National Bank's Treasury bill settlement activities and those of the 
Central Depository (operating company securities settlement) in order to meet IGizaM.lstan's 
immediate clearing and settlement needs. Pragma assistance covered trading, clearance and 
settlement, and back office functions. With fbll support fiom COTR, Mr. Rick Guelry. 
Pragma suggested the creation of a single independent entity for securities registration, to 
overcome the '6pocket" registrar problem which eventually led to the creation of an SRO with 
policing authority to ensure the proper and accurate registration of securities. 

USmICm-Pragrna fully supported the program to transform Private Investment Funds 
(created during the mass privatization program) into investment companies and other forms 
of joint stock companies. The transformation process was designed to provide Kazakhstani 
citizens with an investment in the economy and to provide securities for market trading. 
USAIDICm-Pragma also suggested changes to legislation governing investment companies 
and proposed rules on open and closed end investment companies. In addition, 
USDICm-Pragma assisted in drafting rules relating to fund management and hnd 
manager activities. USAIDICBiEi-Pragma also M s h e d  the NSC with a "pilot" fund 
program for a closed end fbnd made up of secure Government debt securities, which would 
be affordable to an average citizen. 

USmICAR-Pragma initiated, and assisted in the conversion og the first set of "blue chip" 
companies fiom the old 'Russian" accounting system to the new IAS standards. 

USAIDICAR-Pragma trained over 300 Kazakhstan officials and capital market personnel 
fiom Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and Tajikistan. The training programs 
involved: compliance, brokerldealer activities, corporate informationall disclosures, clearance 
and settlement, central depository establishment and practice, registrar and custodial matters, 
accounting standard application and conversion of systems, investment company 
establishment and regulation, exchange practices, and financial instrument diversification. 
Training participants ranged fkom high-level Governmental officials, including the WSC 
Chairman and Commissioners, to Governmental staff personnel and private sector market 
participants. The training sessions were conducted in Kazalkhstan, Russia, and the United 
States by U.S. SEC experts and private sector market participants, and included seminars and 
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study tours by specialists and consultants. Other entities who participated in these training 
sessions include NSCC, World Bank, Association of Corporate Secretaries, NASD, Ferris, 
Baker and Watts and CitiBank. 

e USIL$II)ICIPR-Pragma's activities included the creation, operation and maintenance of an 
Internet site, which contains information on over 2,500 companies registered with the NSC. 
The site contains ir&onmation on the nature of the business, company ownership, d 
financial information, available in both Russian and English languages. The website is selE 
sustaining and is able to gather, analyze, and format data on a regular basis, sand make them 
available and usable to domestic an$ foreign investors alike. 

A strong, independent Securities Commission is critical to promoting the development of a 
capital market. The lGxzdcbtan NSC operates as an independent agency reporting directly to the 
President of the Republic. A Chairman, who is also one of the four commissioners appointed by 
the President to implement the NSC mission, heads the NSC. 

Currently there are four key structural divisions within the WSC, each assigned with a specific set 
of tasks and responsibilities. The divisions include Legal Department (responsible for legal 
assessment and compliance), Strategy and Coordination Department (responsible for developing 
general strategies and approaches), Licensing and Oversight Department (responsible for 
licensing, surveillance md issues related to pension reform), Corporate Finance Department 
(responsible for registration, public registry and reporting issues). Each commissioner regularly 
reports to the NSC Chairman on the developments pertinent to his or her department. The NSC 
presently operates with a staff of 82 employees. 

Before the Project began, the NSC had no internal capability for making and promulgating rules. 
Nowadays, the NSC is one s f  the most productive rule-makers among other regulatory agencies 
within the country and is being considered among the top five in the countries of the fonner 
Soviet Union. 

Pragm's technical assistance to the NSC is in accordance with the Task Order and a 
Memorandum of Understanding signed in January 1999 between USAID and the NSC. The 
Memorandum outlined the &mework for mutual cooperation between the NSC and the USAPD 
in support of the NSC's efforts to develop and regulate the capital markets in Kazakhstan. 

Under the terms of the Project and in compliance with the Memorandum, U S D f C B R  agreed to 
provide continued assistance to the NSC, including further development of its legal and 
regulatory structure by: (a) assisting the organization in acquiring rule-making authority and 
drafiing new laws and regulations (or improving the existing ones), (b) establishing its 
enforcement powers and capabilities; (c) &cilitating the trmfer of off-exchange trading to 
KASE; and (d) establishing the WSC Data Warehouse/Trade Reporting System 
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4.1.1. Development of the NSG legal and regulatory structure: drafting 
laws and regulations 

USAIDKAR-Pragma provided comprehensive assistance to the NSC In developing a legislative 
framework sufficient to effect regulation of the securities market in Kazakhstan. When Pragma 
began implementing the present Project, much had been accomplished due to the previous 
Pragma USAID financed efforts to solidiQ the legal and regulatory structure for capital markets 
in Kazakhstan. Three major laws, the Law on Securities Markets, the Law on Registration of 
Transactions in Securities, and the Law on Investment Funds had been promulgated by the NSC 
and passed by Parliament. In addition, a fourth major law, the Law on Corporations, was in its 
final QaRing stage. The Law on Corporations deals with several key components necessary for 
the functioning of a capital market including the creation of a public corporations law that would 
require companies to meet the statutory definition of a "public company", certain statutory 
provisions dealing with conflicts of interest, fiduciary responsibilities of a copration's oEcers 
and directors, specialized corporate governance provisions dealing with voting and quorum 
requirements, proxy statement rules, periodic reporting requirements, and other elements of 
investor protection. Although most of the legislation for the securities market was in place, 
several key aspects were less developed. One of the crucial issues was to ensure that the NSC 
acquired an internal capability for making and promulgating rules and regulations that would 
avoid formal and lengthy legislative approval. In addition, key issues such as copra te  
governance, protection of investors' rights in the securities market, pension fund regulations, 
registration of share issues, custodial activities, functions of the central depository, and bond 
regulation also required further elaboration and improvement. The main statutory acts regulating 
the activities of the capital markets in 1-an are the Securities Market Law, the Law on 
Transactions with Securities, the Law on Joint Stock Companies, and the Law on Investment 
Funds in the Republic of Jhdchstan In addition, a number of important securities market 
related provisions in the F K  Civil Code, RK Code of Administrative Violations, IPK Criminal 
Code apply to the capital market activities in the Republic. 

In 1996, the President issued a decree delegating the authority to make and promulgate rules and 
regulations to the NSC. With the advice of Project advisors, the NSC developed a set of internal 
procedures on drafling and promulgating regulations, and started an ambitious process of 
developing a complicated and targeted legislative ffamework for the securities market operation 
and supervision. 

Pragma staff were instrumental and helpful in assisting the NSC in its regulatory and legislative 
development efforts. Our staff reviewed all the relevant legislation and provided comprehensive 
analysis and recommendations for improvement. To ensure the development of sound and 
efficient securities legislation in Kazakhstan, innovative ideas and superior international 
practices were recommended by the Project advisors. The majority of the recommendations 
were adopted by the Commission 

Our legal advisors worked with, and focused on, both the laws and regulations, thus, contributing 
to the uniformity of the proposed rules and regulations. 

During the life of the present project, the following major laws and regulations have either been 
developed or commented on by the USASD/CAR- Pragma legal advisory team in close 
cooperation with the NSC oEcials: 
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The Law on Joist Stock Companies. The Iong-awaited Kazfistani Law on Joint Stock 
Companies was passed in mid-1998. The Law had been worked on and followed by 
USAJD/CAR-Pragma legal advisory team f ir  almost one year. The team through their 
contribution ensured that the provisions of the draft law would correspond to internationally 
accepted standards and principles of corporate organization and governance. The Project staff 
worked on both the language and substance of the draft statute to come up with better ways to 
describe complicated corporate concepts, notions and procedures, and to better ensure protection 
of shareholder rights and information disclosure, and to establish necessary mechanisms for 
efficient operation of a corporation. Many of the Project's ideas and recommendations were 
taken into account and used by the Government and the Parliament while reviewing and 
finalizing the draft. 

Despite some problematic provisions (e.g. Chapter 5 on Forcible Issuance of Shares), the law 
represented a siwcant step forward in developing Kazakhstan's legal framework for securities 
regulation. 

The NSC, with USNDlCAR's assistance, began an ambitious effort to draft regulations under 
the Law on Joint Stock Companies. 

By 1999 the NSC had collected enough feedback and reviews to decide to amend the Law on 
Joint Stock Companies and relevant provisions of the Civil Code and the Law on Securities 
Market. USm/CAR-Pragma proved instrumental in assisting the NSC in developing 
comprehensive sets of necessary amendments. Kevin Fogarty, fiagma's Senior Legal Advisor, 
introduced changes in various areas such as: consistency of the joint stock company law with the 
law on investment funds; clarifying and expanding NSC rule-making authority; clarifying the 
NSC standing to seek judicial relief for violations of shareholder rights; providing for the 
existence of additional paid-in capital and consistency with applicable accounting standards; 
extending conflict-of-interest protections to loans from corporate insiders, and others. Three sets 
of amendments were submitted to the NSC for review and consideration The amendments are to 
be submitted to the Government and then to the Parliament for consideration in early 2000. 

m e  NSC Draft Investor Protection Law. The NSC developed a p r e b a r y  draft of the Law on 
Protection of Investors' Rights and Lawfizl Interests in the Securities Market with the goal to 
build confidence in the securities market in general, and to seek some additional enforcement 
powers that NSC does not have at this time. A similar Russian statute was used as the model. 
Pragma legal advisors were asked for assistance and developed recommendations regarding 
insider dealing, and measures to prevent it, including standard prohibitions of securities trading 
based on non-public information gained through breach of confidence. These provisions would 
allow NSC to introduce special regulations governing 1) insider short-swing profits; 2) short 
sales and transaction reporting by certain insiders; 3) "going private" offers, and 4) issuer 
repurchase offers. The draft law is being finalized and will be submitted to Parliament for 
review and approval. 

ddr~ilft Procedures for Regkteak'ng Issues of Coqwate Bonds. The Law on Joint Stock 
Companies only allows for the issue of corporate bonds, leaving all the technicalities and 
mechanics of doing so to the NSC regulations. The NSC turned to USAID/Cm for assistance in 
developing a preliminary draft and defining all the required procedures in line with international 
practice. Drafted by the Pragma's legal advisors, the regulation omits superfluous requirements 
and adds material disclosures. The regulation is in conjunction with the NSC new share 
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regulation and the regulation on periodic reporting. The draft was well received and is currently 
being reviewed within the appropriate NSC departments. 

Draft Regulation on Activity of the Cen&al Depository. A new draft regulation was developed 
by USAID/CAR-Pragma consultants to clarify the relationship between the Central Depository, 
registrars, and brokeddealers to better ensure the protection of the rights of secwities holders, as 
well as to address issues relating to disclosure, conflict-of-interest and non-discriminatory access 
to Depository. The draft was well received and is currently being reviewed within the 
appropriate NSC departments. 

Draft of New Regulation of Cmtodiak Activity. USAID/CAR-Pragma together with a USATE) 
custody expert reworked the custody regulation to replace the existing one. The draft outlines 
issues of internal control and procedure that the custodian's own internal regulations should 
address. Regulations should require custodisans to alert NSC in case of certain illegal or conflict- 
of-interest transactions. 

NSC Draft on Evaluation of Shares in Redemption Offers. The WSC developed a p r e l i i  
draft to address the buying back of shares by the company, at the average weighted market value, 
under the Joint Stock Company Law. However, the notion of the "average weighted price" 
required fwther clarification and definition. The NSC asked the project COTR Mr. Gurley, for 
assistance in developing comments on the draft that focused on the meaning of "average 
weighted price", especially when there is no market for the company's shares. A comprehensive 
set of comments was produced and presented to the NSC. 

Reporting Repiremesats for Professional Parhkipants in the Securities Market. Having 
processed hundreds of reports filed by professional participants, the NSC recognized the need for 
changing their forrnat and contents, so that they could better serve as a source of valuable and 
verified information. Pragrna's legal team developed draft revision comments for the NSC and, 
among other changes, proposed including a more understandable format that would alert a 
regulator to possible compliance problems, better ownership and settlement reports, and 
explanations of broker-dealer markups exceeding 10%. Other issues addressed include the 
exchange of disciplinary actions or denials of access. 

NSC Draft Rules for Pension Asset Managemsat Company Internal Procerk~res~ The need for 
more efficient regulations of pension asset management companies was voiced by those 
responsible for such regulations within the NSC, and supported by the Project stafT. At the 
NSC's request, USm/CAR-Pragma provided recommendations on internal procedures for 
asset managers addressing such issues as organization and job descriptions, investment criteria 
and selection, risk control, control of confidentiality, and data integrity. 

Draff of N m  Pension Asset Managemtzt Regukatioa To continue its support to the WSC in 
refining the regulatory framework for pension asset managers, USAID/CAR-Pragma developed 
a preliminary version of the pension investment rule which intends to modifjr the existing rule in 
several aspects: 1) to increase the ceiling on foreign investments to 50%; 2) to lower the ceiling 
on domestic corporate securities to 15%; 3) to require a special review for "interested party" 
transactions, thus broadening the category of "affiliated party" transactions forbidden by law. 
These altered criteria take into consideration illiquid and risky domestic markets, and the 
necessity of securing benefits to pensioners rather than fund managers themselves. The NSC is 
currently considering the draft. If passed as written, it will provide more safeguards for the 
pensioners by ensuring that investments are performed properly and at minimal risk. 
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Draft Share Registration and Prospectm Form and Iivstructiom. For a draft of new share 
prospectus, legal advisory team addressed the absence of sufficient information pertinent to 
related party transactions and similar conRicts-of-interest issues. 

Draft Amendments to Kyrgyzstan Corporate h w .  The Team developed and delivered 
comments on draft amendments to Kyrgyzstan's corporate law. Among other issues, the legal 
advisors warned against requiring that corporate actions be approved by a super-majority of 
shares (rather than representing all shares at a meeting). Such a stipulation could lead to 
shareholder apathy and stonewalling of important actions. 

In addition to that, the Team also provided commentary advice, or performed actual drafting, 
with regard to the following issues and/or documents: Rules of Fair Practice for Self-Regulatory 
Organizations (SRO), stock exchange surveillance procedures, regulation on issuance and 
placement of shares of investment h d s ,  a section on Economic Crime in the Draft Criminal 
Code (comments), inspections of professional participants and the interaction between registrars 
and Central Depository, the NSC Program for 1999-2000; the Rules on Broker-Dealer Activities 
on the Securities Market; the treatment of reverse split and consolidations of shares; the rob and 
compensation of independent directors; the NSC's options in bringing an enforcement case 
against a non-payer of dividends; the legal rights of nominee shareholders, payment agents 
regulation, and suspension and revocation of professional participant licenses. 

One of Pragma's primary activities was to provide the NSC with timely advice and consultations 
on various securities market related issues. Pragma's consultants were asked for and provided 
assistance in developing conceptual considerations on a number of topical issues, including: 

Use of Trmi Mechanism for Seeming Debt Issaw - USAIDICAW-Pragma issued a 20 page 
memorandum on concepts related to tnusts, pledges and guarantees to serve as security for debt 
and promotion of bondholder representation. The roles of tntstee as pledgee of collateral, 
representative of bondholders, or trust manager of assets were addressed. The MSC is using the 
memorandum to educate companies on various ways of securing debt instruments. 

Related Party Tra~zsckctions - Pragma developed a memorandum urging the importance of 
incorporating conflict of interest and related pa@ transactions into corporate disclosure. The 
NSC is using the conclusions while drafting related rules and regulations. 

Share Bedemption Pricing hsues - The Team advised the NSC that market value might be 
biased by Mated prices due to several parties with special interest over-trading and inducing 
artificial inflation. The team advised NSC on adoption of discretion on "good faith transactions" 
basis (whenever markets are thin). 

K~~kzkh Depository Receipts - The Team prepared a memorandum noting needed regulatory 
changes and questions about practical advantages these instruments would offer. The NSC is 
using the memorandum for developing necessary legal framework. 

ConproEs on Moving Money outside Kazakhsdaa - Several memos were completed on such 
monetary controls and their impact on Kazakhstani citizens wanting to invest in foreign markets. 
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Markd Maker System for the dZAdSE - At the NSC's request, the Team prepared a 
comprehensive comparison on aspects of K a z h t a n i  and Kyrgyz laws and regulations 
concerning capital markets. 

In addition, Pragma started working closely with the USAID Pension Reform Project on 
submitting changes to the Law om Pension Provisiom. One of the primary foci of the Pragma 
Team's work was on clarification of the ownership rights of the beneficiaries to assets held by 
pension funds. 

Most of the Team's proposed comments and drafts were well received and considered by the 
NSC. Due to USAID hnded project efforts the NSC is now equipped with all the necessary 
legislative and regulatory information to adequately respond to the hture increases in market 
activities. 

41.2. Development of the NSC legall and regulltatory structure: strengthening enforcement 
powers and capabilities 

A strong and reasonably powerful regulator coupled with legally enforceable laws and 
regulations is a pre-requisite for efficient operation of the securities market and its participants. 
This essential notion was taken into account by the Project team while assisting the NSC in 
strengthening its enforcement capabilities. 

The NSC has a variety of rule-making, registration and licensing responsibilities under a number 
of laws, including the Law on Securities Market, the Law on Joint Stock Companies, the Law on 
Registration of Transactions with Securities, the Law on Investments Funds and the Law om 
Pension Provision. These laws and regulations charge the NSC with responsibility for assuring 
obedience to the laws and regulations within the WSC's jurisdiction. Although elaborated in 
detail in various regulations, the NSC's basic edorcement-related powers are spelled out in the 
Law on Securities Market and in the Regulation on Establishment and Operation of the National 
Securities Commission of the Republic of Jbzakhstan (the NSC Regulation). 

The NSC does not have a separate edorcement department. Enforcement duties are shared 
among the Department of Licensing and Supervision, the Legal Department and the Corporate 
Finance Department. The NSC, in accordance with the existing legislation, has the enforcement 
authorization: to suspend and revoke Iicenses of professional participants under its jurisdiction, 
to conduct scheduled and off-scheduled inspections, to suspend and cancel issues of shares, to 
issue "binding" orders, to bring lawsuits against violators of the securities law, and to seek fines 
against the violators through a judicial procedure. 

From the beginning of the Project, the Team was providing assistance to the NSC as a whole, 
and the Licenshg and Supervision Department in particular, in performing their edorcement 
duties. In April 1998, a special market transaction report was prepared by USAIDlCAR-Pragma 
staff to provide the NSC with information on exercising control over securities transactions. The 
Team was particularly helpiid to the Licensing and Sunveillance Department through the 
processing of daily and monthly reports by market professionals and analyzing whether market 
professionals were maintaining the capital levels required by NSC regulations. In September 
1998, comments were delivered to the NSC that addressed remedies for securities law violations 
by improving the highly inflexible remedial tools available to the NSC for addressing violations. 
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In early 1999, the NSC recognized a need for a comprehensive and efficient enforcement 
program, and requested assistance fiom USAID/CBR in analyzing the existing enforcement tools 
and providing recommendations for appropriate changes and improvements. 

h response to the NSC's request, the legal team, headed by Kevin lFogarty, Senior Legal 
Advisor, finalized and presented to the NSC a detaiIed enforcement plan outlining 26 major 
recommendations towards establishing a reliable and eEcient enforcement program for the NSC. 
The Plarm described: 1) the NSC's existing law-enforcement responsibilities and the tools at its 
disposal for meeting them; 2) the NSC7s existing dorcement program and recommendations for 
improvement; and 3) the application of existing law and recommended procedures for specific 
cases. 

The recommendations focused primarily on eliminating seK-dealing, efficiently regulating 
pension h d  managers and custodians to avoid conflict of interest and other improper behavior, 
establishing rigorous but reasonable disclosure requirements, establishing proper remedial 
actions against unregistered or unlicensed activity, enforcing efficient mechanisms against 
violations of registries, and maintaining sub-registry requirements. 

For e m p l e ,  one recommendation stated the importance of the NSC declaring in "clear and 
repeated public statements" its intentions to prevent or combat secret self-dealing in 
corporations, among securities market professionals, and in other areas of its jurisdiction. This 
included special attention to conflict of interests transactions in the Joint-Stock Company Law, 
expansion of the definition of "affiliated persons", accompanying amendments in the Law on 
Pension Provision that would guard against insider trading by fund managers, closer scrutiny of 
suspicious h d  transactions, and finally requiring public companies to periodically report on 
direct and indirect transactions between corporate insiders and their companies. 

In other recommendations, USATIDICAR-Pragma advocated: increased issuer inspections; 
edoreement of reporting requirements, and more aggressive reviews of issue disclosure. Other 
recommendations included detailed scrutiny of pension asset management h d  activities to 
identifl risk, return, and price; proposed rules for clearer and more detailed principles on trust 
management; and a moderate increase in routine registrar inspections, to prevent the masking of 
individual ownership, as well as violations of the 5% holding law. 

Problems associated with non-payment of dividends, self-dealing, and manipulation of clients' 
securities were serious issues for the NSC, who was trying to devebp a mechanism to adequately 
address numerous complaints filed by shareholders and clients of professional participants. 
Setting a precedent by establishing a successful ellforcement campaign was necessary. 

The Enforcement Plan proposed by USAID/@AR-Bragrna Team included specific actions against 
particular companies including, Ak-Niet Pension Asset Management Company, ''Alwninum of 
M a z W ,  Maei Corporation, Promtechmontage Corporation and A.G. Securities, all listed 
by the NSC as violators of securities legislation for non-payment of declared dividends, unlawful 
redemption of shares, unauthorized use of clients' securities. 

The submission of the Edorcement Plan was followed by a number of lengthy discussions 
between the Team and the NSC officials on the acceptability of the recommendations. 

Due to the Team's persistent efforts, one of the spec& enforcement investigation cases, 
involving Merei Corporation, was resolved. After complaints of seizure of Merei Company's 
assets by the Chairman, USAIDICAR-Pram legal staff recommended the following measures: 
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1) fkeezing the Chairman's shares until an appropriate explanation was provided; 2) gathering 
additional evidence on the violation of shareholder meetings, employees' authorization for share 
purchases, and additional records and testimonies; 3) investigating action by national tax 
authorities. The conflict was settled, as claimant reported that the iflegally appropriated shares 
were being redistributed among shareholders. 

Pragma also addressed problems by suggesting more aggressive reviews of issue disclosure, 
accompanied by an increase in issuer inspection and enforcement of reporting requirements. As 
accompanied by an index of files, previous reports were to be reviewed in light of current ones 
and notations on accounting firms with inadequate or unreliable reports were to be documented. 
Inquiries on charter capital conducted by the Corporate Finance Department substantiated data 
on stock exchange quotes and shareholder numbers, as documented by the Licensing and 
Surveillance Department. In response to different inquiries and shareholder complaints, the 
documents of JSCs Prorntechmontazh, Talgalski Bus Park, Universam 100, Abilbank and 
Construction Administration-99 had their documents investigated. Auditing reports provided by 
JSC Kyz-Zhibek on charter capital and other concerns forced an independent audit, in which 
several previously overlooked mistakes were found. 

Pension asset management companies were also a focus of enforcement issues. USAU[S/CIUP- 
Pragma's legal team advocated the selection of a specified number of past and present pension 
asset investments that appeared somewhat dubious in terms of risk, return, or price. It was 
emphasized that investigations should cover recipients or counterparties of the investment &mds 
in question to uncover their connections (direct or indirect, official or unofficial) to pension fund 
companies, asset management companies, and their officials. Investment decisions made either 
in bad faith, or not w i t h  the best interests of investors, may be considered liable under several 
diiTerent auspices (Article 7 of 1998 Rules or Article 228 of Criminal Code). Of special concern 
were disclosure of specific levels of "connectedness," which require evidence of good faith 
transactions, addition disclosure to NSC, and public disclosure of such investments and levels of 
connectedness involved. 

Recommendations calling for the creation of a separate enforcement division within the NSC 
were reasonable but not affordable, given the NSC budget constrains. However, the Department 
on Licensing and Surveillance works within the NSC and performs activities analogous to an 
eraforcement division. 

In general the Plan was very well received by the NSC officials and helped them to (a) configure 
a set of proposed amendments to the Code of Administrative Violations in order to secure more 
enforcement powers; (b) decide on enforcement measures against a number of violators of the 
securities market legislation; fc) reconsider the key disclosure issues; and ($1 draft an agreement 
to be signed by various regulatory agencies in coordination of enforcement actions against 
violators of the securities market legislation. 

4.11.3. AssLtiaag the NSC iltn moving off-exchange tmdhg 80 the KASE 

Off-exchange trading had been an issue of great concern to the NSC and M E  in their move 
toward establishing a transparent and reliable securities market. However, the NSC was 
reluctant to abruptly prohibit "gray" market trading, for fear it would dramatically slow market 
activity and contribute to a fall in trade volume. 
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Nevertheless, the Team continued its efforts to convince the NSC to take some direct measures 
to stop off-exchange trading. In December 1997, USATD/CAR-Pragma proposed a program of 
regulation-promulgation to the NSC aimed at eliminating unregulated securities trading. It was 
hoped that unregulated market trading would have been completely eliminated by early1998, 
however it took much more time. 

It was only in the third quarter of 1998 that the NSC agreed to adopt the principle of moving off- 
exchange trading onto the exchange. Throughout that quarter, the Team had met with officials 
fiom the NSC, KASE and ABD in order to explain the benefits of on-exchange trading. As a 
result of these efforts, the NSC issued a decree that required broker-to-broker trades to be 
executed on the exchange. Further, the Team assisted the NSC in developing regulations on the 
following: issuance and placement of shares of investment funds; state registration and issuance 
of bonds; modifying the rules for state registration of corporate shares; and establishing market 
making on the exchange. 

Another five months passed before the NSC made a decision to pass a regulation that effectively 
prohibited off-exchange trading (February 1999). The enactment of the regulation came as the 
result of patient and continuous and persistent efforts by the Team in persuading the NSC to 
resist industry pressures and to move off-exchange trading to a more transparent and competitive 
forum. 

By July 1999, virtually the majority of unauthorized off-exchange trading were eliminated, with 
reports of those trades submitted to the KASE, and the KASE in turn reporting them to the 
public. The NSC was advised to better enforce their regulation regarding off-exchange trading. 

In August 1999, with full support from USAIDICAR Mr. Rick Gurley (CBTR) Pragma pushed 
the NSC to adopt a more stringent and less tolerant enforcement policy on off-exchange trading. 
An action plan developed by KASE and Pragma advocated requiring quoting trades prior to 
execution, thus eliminating the likelihood of off-exchange trading. Pragma continued to lobby 
for all trades to be conducted on the exchange, but notable exceptions remained. 

Throughout the off-exchange elimination campaign, the Team was providing consultations to the 
NSC on how to respond to, and better enforce, violations of the off-exchange prohibition 
regulations. 

The campaign resulted in almost complete elimination of off-exchange trading. Contrary to ,the 
NSC's fears, the moving of the off-exchange trading to the U S E  did not siglnif~cantly d e c t  the 
totd volumes of trades with securities, but it did help to ensure a more reliable and transparent 
market. 

4.1.4. Establishment of the NSC Data Warehonse/Trade Reporting System 

The NSC is one of the regulators whose main fimction is to request and receive reports fiom the 
regulated entities as specified in the securities legislation. When USNDICAR-Pragma began 
implementing the Project, the NSC had no access to the Internet or e-mail, and was overwhelmed 
with documentation, obediently fded by professional participants, since there was no efficient 
system in place for receiving and processing the data. 

When USAIDICAR-Pragma came on board, the NSC's need for a new, modern Sormation 
system was discussed in detail and an action plan was developed. The NSC hoped that the 
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system would greatly enhance its enforcement capability, as well as, its ability to make filed 
information accessible to investors around the world via Internet. 

Shortly after commencement of the Project, Pragma technical staff members installed and 
implemented new hardware and software to support the NSC's access to Internet and e-mail 
facilities - essential sources of information and data exchange. 

By October 1997 USAIDICAR- Pragma developed and installed the NSC databases of issuers 
and securities market professionals as the basis for the creation of the information management 
system 

At the beginning of 1998, the Project's technical support team continued its efforts toward 
developing the NSC' s comprehensive information system by upgrading the market participant 
reporting system This reporting was important by itself (as an element in improving the overall 
transparency of the market) and as a step toward a fhir, transparent, and efficient market 
environment. Further, USAIDICAR-Pragma technical consultants worked with the NSC on 
establishing a system of competent and effective market oversight broker surveillance. The 
results of this joint effort went far beyond any expectations. By the end of February 1998, the 
NSC had received daily activity reports fiom sixteen market participants. Hardware and 
software development, connected with the new reporting system, was expanded to allow all 
market participants electronic reporting ability, eliminating the need to fax reports. 

By April 1998, USA1CLPICAR-Pragma's Team developed a web site with new listing capabilities. 
Later on appropriate adjustments were made to modify Trade Reporting Procedures to ensure 
accuracy of volume of trading being reported and the compatibility of software utilized. In 
addition, the modules for timely daily reporting of securities transactions to market participants, 
and manuals on reporting selected market securities transactions not usually available to 
participants were created. A special module was developed to report daily securities transactions 
to KASE and to market professionals. 

By the end of 1998, USAIIIICAR-Pragma up-graded the reporting system for trades from 
brokeddealers to the NSC; increased the information offered on its already successfiil securities 
website; completed a user-fiiendly NSC database of professional participants in the securities 
market and .firms with securities market licenses; reworked the NSC's database for tracking 
issues of shares; assisted the NSC in developing a system for processing pension fund asset 
managers' reports; established a system that allowed the NSC to assign identification numbers to 
individual securities; and updated and introduced, both the NSC and the brokerldealers to, the 
reporting system for trading activity of broker-dealers. 

At the beginning of 1999, a decision was made to transfer the trade reporting system for 
professional participants from the NSC to KASE. The Project Team was actively involved in 
facilitating this transfer. The work, which included installing software and training the 
appropriate KaSE officials, corresponded with the Team's goal to have the NSC partially 
delegate regulatory responsibility to KASE as an SRO. Further, the reporting system was 
modified to account for more specific types of trades as reported by registrars, and for changes in 
the NSC's requirements for registering shares and the use of an automated method of assigning 
serial numbers to securities. 
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By the end of February 1999, the Team installed an e-mail server for the NSC that allowed a 
greater number of NSC employees to establish e-mail addresses and eliminate the cost of 
keeping e-mail boxes at Nursat. They also established Internet connections for selected members 
of the NSC, installed web-server at the NSC for fhther development of the information system, 
installed the NSC data base of licensed market professionals and trained NSC officials on how to 
use it, and developed a program that would allow for collection and search of legal documents 
over an internet server at the NSC which would eventually be made available over the internet. 

The Team's IT Group also modified the professional participant's daily reporting system to 
improve information collection from registrars. The registrar component of daily reporting is 
key to enforcing the prohibition of off-exchange trading since these reports indicate whether off- 
exchange trading is going unreported. 

In April 1999, guided by project COTR ( Mr. Rick Gurley), Pragma developed and installed the 
State Registry of Licenses and Certificates database and trained the NSC personnel on how to 
use it. They also completed and began operation of an internal information system for the NSC 
with the following modules available for use (1) database of regulations issued by the NSC, and 
(2) a database of legal entities licensed to operate as professional participants in the marketplace, 
and (3) a system designed to collect questions and comments &om NSC empbyees for review by 
the Legal Department. 

Further activities were aimed at improving the pension asset managers' reporting system, 
developing additional reporting mechanisms for the state registry of licensing and permits, and 
upgrading overall capabilities of the NSC's newly established internal information system to 
meet the growing needs for more efficient and transparent market operation and supervision. 

Between June and October of 1999, USAIDICAR-Pragm's Technological Support Group 
developed a system which would control the information flowing from custodial banks, to check 
the accuracy of the data prepared for transfer to the NSC, prior to its actual transmission; 
developed an Internet NSC server for publicizing and accessing data of joint-stock companies 
and registered issues of corporate securities; installed a new program module for NSC internal 
information system; installed a Database of Registered Issues; developed a model of information 
renovation, which was presented to KASE as "reference book"; improved the mechanism and 
structure of data output Eorn state register of corporate securities issues, in response to NSC 
request; installed the final version of state register of licenses into the NSC server; and selected 
protection software to ensure the safe transmission of information on the Internet. 

At the end of the Project's activities, USAIDICAR-Pragma's Technological Support Group 
prepared and conducted a presentation for the NSC Directorate on the information transfer 
system between custodial banks and NSC. Members of the Directorate were provided with 
details on the system's financing, utilized technologies, and security systems. The members of 
the Directorate posed questions, received answers, and decided to accept the system. They also 
passed a regulation regarding the comissioning of this system 

Further, the Team launched the information transfer system (liaison between NSC and custodial 
banks) at each participating bank. Within this framework, the custodian department managers 
and bank programmers are being consulted on the system's construction principles and 
idiorrnation formats for clarification. 
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The Project consultants also installed software program data, with the custodial bank statements, 
on the NSC executive officers' computers, enabling them to analyze and develop proposals for 
reporting forms. 

The last month of the Project was marked by a presentation of the NSC's new internal 
information system for entire NSC staff. Major capacities and advantages of the system were 
explained. NSC employees and Chainman Joldasbekov fielded comments on improvements to 
the informational system. All proposals were reviewed and incorporated. In addition, with full 
support fiom USMD ( Mr. Rick GurIey- COTR) Pragma's Team launched a news module 
within NSC's internal information system. This module allowed fast distribution of important 
information for NSC employees regarding the decisions of the Directorate; sessions and major 
internal (NSC) events; issue and invalidation of emissions; issuance and suspension of licenses 
for engaging in securities market activities. 

In the area of continued database development and upgrade, the Project Team developed an 
additional reporting system for the state registry of licenses and permits for conducting 
professional activities in the securities market. These reports enabled the analysis of the capital 
structure of participants and their affiliation either with the banking sector or international 
companies. They developed a program for inputting and outputting data fiom databases of 
individual participants in securities market activities including those receiving certificates of 
competence for the right of conducting securities market business. A system for processing 
applications of professional activities in the securities market (activities by registrars, broker- 
dealers, custodians involving sale and purchase of securities) was developed. This system was 
finalized within the registry of licenses and permits. The module was designed to allow for the 
recording of applications as well as for the automation of NSC document circulation. The 
system was transferred to NSC's employees for trial operation. Development of techniques for 
creating a new version of the registry of state issues registered at the NSC was initiated. 

The Project Team facilitated the transfer of all program modules fkom internal information 
system to NSC's website which was in the development process. 

As the result, with the full support and directives of project COTR (Mr. Rick Gwley) and 
USAU)/CAR-Pragma's considerable efforts, a well-organized and efficient information system 
was created for the NSC which significantly enhanced the NSC's enforcement capability as well 
as its ability to make filed information accessible to investors around the world via the Internet. 
Reporting became less burdensome and more easily processed which greatly contributed to the 
overall transparency of the market. 

4.2 Assistame opa privatization of second tier state csmpa~ies and "blue chips 

When USATD/CA.R-Pragrna began implementing the Project, the privatization process in 
Jkmkhstan was moving forward in fits and starts, and with a mixture of successes and setbacks. 
Much of USAID's previous privatization effort was focusing on promotion of "Blue Chip" 
privatization in Kazakhstan 

However, the Government became unwilling to proceed in that regard. As of June 30, 1999, the 
government continued to talk of privatizing its 'Blue Chip" companies, but no action had 
accompanied the words. On June 11, 1999, the Government of Kazakhstan approved a new 
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Program of Privatization and Increased Efficiency of Management of State Property. This plan 
called for the privatization of eight 'Blue Chip" companies, as well as the sale of share packets 
in two additional companies before the end of 2000. 

On a more positive note, in the fall of 1998, at the annual United States - Kazakhstan Joint 
Commission, the two sides agreed, '"that residual shares in at least 30 second tier companies 
currently sold through private placements would in the immediate future be sold through the 
Kazakhstan Stock Exchange." 

'P's respond to the new development, UStPUD made a decision to refocus the assistance fiom the 
"Blue Chip" privatization to privatizing the second-tier companies. Hence, USMD/Cm was 
officially asked to assist the K a z W a n  Government to fulfill this effort by working with the 
Department of State Property and Privatization ("DSPP"), the KASE, Broker Dealers, the NSC, 
and other market participants to expedite this effort. This "second tiery7 activity replaced the 
"'Blue Chip" task of the previous task order. However, it was agreed that should the Government 
of Kazakhstan follow through on its new "Blue Chip" privatization codtments ,  USAU)/CAR- 
Pragma would assist in this effort to the extent possible. 

In the area of second-tier privatization, USAIE)/CaW.-Pragm achieved considerable results 
greatly appreciated by the government counterparts and representatives of the private sector. 
When it became obvious that the Government would not move forward with the "Blue Chip" 
privatization in the foreseeable fbture, the Pragma Team expeditiously refocused its efforts to 
increase listings of second tier companies on the exchange. Utilizing a group of regional 
consultants, the Team organized and conducted listing seminars in numerous cities throughout 
Kazakhstan. In each case, the Team would make presentations to company and government 
officials on the benefits of listing and the mechanics of doing so. The seminars were rather 
populas. For instance, in Karaganda, approximately one hundred people representing seventy 
companies and over thirty representatives of the media and the local government attended our 
seminars. These listing seminars proved rather fnaitful. Despite the Russian crisis, eight 
companies (totaling 16 share issues) were brought onto the "A", "B" or OTC boards with the 
help of the Team By the end of September 1998, thirty-five companies (sixty share issues) were 
listed on the Kazaldzstan stock exchange. Eleven of these companies were listed with the 
assistance of the Team. The Government of Kazakhstan fidflled its conamitment by offering 
thirty companies for sale on the exchange before the end of 1998. With the privatization of 
"second tier7' corsnpaaies launched in the %I1 of 1998, over $ 6  million worth of state s h e s  were 
sold. This activity had created new momentum in the stock market. The performance was 
significant since it followed the dismal perfomance resulting fkom the economic crisis in Russia 
during the summer. 

US1%DD/CAR proved instrumental in assisting the Government in developing a pipeline of 
companies coming to the stock exchange for sale and ensuring the flow of paperwork to allow 
the sales (for example, transfming the right to sell the shares fkorn the Management arm of the 
Privatization Committee to the Privatization arm) proceed in a timely fashion. Particularly, the 
Team conducted a review of eighty-one privatization candidates, which previously had been on 
the Central Asian Stock Exchange, to make recommendations for their disposition. From that 
list it selected approximately eight to ten companies which were attractive to portfolio investors. 

The Team dedicated considerable efforts to developing a special section on its Internet website 
wbich detailed infsrmation on the companies in the program. A full listing of Kazakhstani 
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companies on the exchange was made available on the Team's website shortly after 
commencement of the second-tier privatization. 

At the end of 19916, the DSPP significantly increased its efforts to privatize state shares through 
the exchange, submitting the state share packets of 29 companies to the exchange and selling five 
of them. USA1DICAR-Pragm's involvement was officially praised and greatly appreciated. 

At the beginning of 1999, busted deals became a great concern for the U S E  and market 
participants. In January 1999 the Team assisted KASE in establishing a new regulation for 
privatizing s h e s  through the exchange that would require buyers of state packets of shares to 
put up a deposit of ten percent which would be lost if the buyer refbsed to settle a trade after 
making a commitment. 

By February 1999, the trading volme of state securities started declining. The DSPP added no 
new companies to its listing on the stock exchange. While it sold nine companies during the 
month, the amount raised by these sales was less than previous months. During March, two 
companies were added by the DSPP to its exchange listings and one partial package of shares 
was sold. Nevertheless, the Team continued to vigorously support the notion of privatization 
through the exchange. 

By the end of the Project activities, a totd of fifty-seven second tier companies had been listed 
on the exchange. USAIDICAR- Pragma Team played a key role in facilitating the process and 
ensuring that the second tier privatization exercise was successful and would provide an 
opportunity for NSC staff to obtain hands-on experience in reviewing prospectuses, and 
processing other required paperwork for listing and privatizing state shares though the stock 
exchange. 

As was mentioned above, USAIDICAR provided technical support to the Govement on the 
"Blue Chip9' privatization program on an as-needed basis. In that capacity, USAPDICPLR-Pragma 
was expected to assist and monitor the privatization of state owned shares; assist and involve 
BrokerDealers in working with the Government on privatization; and advocate share listings of 
blue chip companies with U S E .  

In June 1999 the Government of Kazakhstan adopted a new privatization program for 1999- 
2000. The Kaz-tm Government placed a new emphasis on privatization. However, with 
regard to blue chips, the plan specifically stated that the preferred method of privatizing these 
assets was by seelcing a strategic investor. That was a straighafonvard manifestation of the 
Government's intention to avoid selling its most promising enterprises through the stock 
exchange. 

In July 1999, the Govemment issued a decree on Tender to Elect Advisors on Privatization of 
eight "blue chip" companies by end of 1999: Mangestaumunaigas, Aktobemunaigas, Ust- 
Kamenogorsk Titanium and Magnesium Plant, lGxmkhmys, Sokolovsko-Sarbaiskoyoe Mining 
and Processing Enterprise, Aluminum of Kazakhstan, Kazchrome Transnational, Kazzinc). 
However, accordhg to Resolution # 985 'Qn Tender for Advisors in Privatization of State 
Packets of Shares of Some JSCs" (15 July 1999), this list was fUrthter updated to remove several 
key enterprises (Sokolovsko-Sarbaiskoyoe, Aluminum s f  Kazakhstan, Kazchrome), reducing the 
list to five: Mangestaumunaigaz (mining, oil, 30% state packet size) - B Listing; 
Aktobemunaigaz (mining, oil, 25.2%) - O K ;  Ust-Kamenogorsk Titanium and PYlagnesium Plant 
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(mining, titanium, magnesium, 15.5%) - A Listing; Corporation 'Kazakhmys' (mining, copper, 
35%) - B Listing; Kazzinc (mining, zinc, 27.64%) - No listing registered. 

The normal privatization process was considerably disturbed in the spring and summer of 1999 
when a lot of re-organizational efforts were undertaken by the Government to ensure more 
efficient management of state-owned assets. A decision was made on differentiating between 
national and municipal property. In response to that, the Government prepared a list of 
companies delineating which were to be transferred to municipalities and which were to be 
administered by ministries based on sectors represented by each enterprise. Many of the 
transferred companies were expected to be less than suitable for investment. 

In June, DSPP was reorganized into Committee of State Property and Privatization ("(CSPP") 
continued under the auspices of Ministry of Finance. The percentages of blue chip entities, which 
would be listed on KASE, were put under discussion by the CSPP. The newly reorganized 
Committee would be in charge of relegating privatization of large blocs of non-strategic assets to 
the oblasts, while strategic industries would be placed with the relevant ministry for 
privatization. Certain entities would only be transferred to lease or trust management. 

Despite the changing environment, Pragma continued to stay on top of all the new developments 
and was actively involved in discussions with the new Committee on upcoming tenders of state 
property. Due to the Team's efforts, the Committee finally decided that if no investors were 
found for the 5 blue chips as of December 1, 1999, the Government would offer blue chip shares 
through stock market mechanisms, geared towards domestic institutional investors (pension 
funds). 

In addition, considering the importance of active involvement of the broker-dealer community in 
the privatization process, USAlDICAR-Pragma organized and facilitated a productive dialogue 
with approximately 10 broker-dealer companies on issues and problems associated with past 
experiences of the sale of state property. 

Despite considerable effort on the part of Pragma Team, by the end of the Project, the state had 
reached no decisions on privatization of the five new blue chips through the stock exchange, as 
well as on the overall percentage of blue chips to be sold on the exchange. 

4.3. Development of Markets 

One of the key tasks assigned to Pragma under this Project was to contribute to the development 
of the securities market in general and its major components and players in particular. The 
activities of Pragma in this section were divided into three parts. One was to develop the OTC 
system based on the Integrated Stock Market System (ISMS) developed by USAD for the 
Kyrgyzstan market. The second was to encornage listing and trading on the KASE. Finally, the 
third part was to assist the brokeddealer community capabilities in several key functional 
disciplines, including but not limited to corporate m c e  and investment banking. This was to 
be done by walking them through the process of providing the necessary skills to selected pilot 
companies. 

4.3.1. Development of OTC Market Under the Anspices sf the Kuaustan Stock Exchange 

A major goal of the task order was to help the U S E  develop an OTC market for shares of 
smaller and less liquid companies. It was hoped to generate immediate trading and revenue for 
the brokeridealer community, while capturing much of the gray, "off-market" trading which was 
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commonly traded in an organized market. As noted earlier, the primary difference between the 
stock exchange and OTC models is the diminished listing requirements for the stocks on the 
OTC market. USAID, therefore, saw no conflict between supporting the stock exchange and 
second tier privathation process, and assisting the development of an OTC market. Both were 
seen to be complimentary to each other, as both banks and independent broker/dealers should be 
able to trade on either market. 

The task order initially called for developing the OTC market under the auspices of the 
Kazakhstan National BrokerBealer Association ('LNPhlBD"). However, that organization was 
disbanded by majority vote in December 1998. The stock exchange agreed to take over and host 
the OTC market within its own structure. Thus, USAID/CAR-Pragma shifted its OTC 
development task from the defunct BrokerDealer Association to the KASE. 

USAID/CAR-Pragma's Team completed and refined the OTC trading system for Kazakhstan 
securities market in October 1997, shortly after commencement of the Project. However, it took 
almost a year before the system was introduced and launched at the KASE(Ju1y 15, 1998). The 
Project Team installed and de-bugged the system making it functional and compatible with best 
international standards. 

With its less stringent listing requirements, the OTC system was viewed as the means of bringing 
to a transparent trade floor a significant volume of trades, which had been occurring off- 
exchange over the past several months. As a result, the companies formerly categorized as %on- 
listed" came under the new OTC category. This created three categories of shares - "A", '%", 
and OTC. To facilitate on-exchange trading the Team successfully urged the NSC to adopt a 
regulation that required all broker-to-broker trades to be executed through the stock exchange. 
Moreover, to Wher  encourage broker-dealers to use the newly established OTC system, the 
USAII41CAR-Pragma Team procured and delivered equipment that allowed the broker-dealers to 
access the trading system from off-site locations. 

It should be noted, however, that in the context of the OTC market development, the task order 
called for adaptation of the so-called ISMS system (developed as an integrated stock market 
system including trading, clearing and settlement, depository and broker back-office functions 
under the task order for Kyrgyzstan capital markets) to an OTC system for Kazakhstan. 
However, after the task order was written and approved, Kazakhstani securities officials decided 
to develop their own system rather than adapt the ISMS. 

The new fully functioning OTC trading system developed by USALD/CAR-Pragma proved to be 
successful and able to accommodate a large volume of trading. Over a one-year period, the 
number of companies Listed on the OTC boards (I and 11) went fi-om 0 in July 1998 up to 58 with 
total of 72 issues in June 1999. 

4.3.2. Encouragement of Listing and Trading on KASE 

Cradual elimination of the off-exchange trading, launch of the OTC system and other positive 
developments in the securities market significantly increased the number of companies looking 
toward getting their shares listed on the KASE. However a majority of companies lacked listing 
options, benefits, and requirements knowledge, and thus were hesitant to actually undertake a 
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listing campaign. For example, in October 1997, a total of only three issues were listed on 
KASE. 

With USAfD/CAR's assistance, numerous listing and exchange promotion trainings and 
workshops were launched throughout Kazakhstan. Close work with perspective listing 
candidates and cooperation with the brokeddealers and NSC and KASE officials resulted in a 
total of 63 companies being listed on the KASE with a total of 86 issues by the end of 1999. The 
volume of trade on KASE by that time amounted to 5,000 shares with the value of $132,000 
(1997) versus 7,855,456 shares with the value of $20,290,234 for 1999. 

Numerous listing seminars were conducted in Karaganda, Ust-Kamenogorsk, Pavlodar in other 
cities of Kazakhstan. 

By December 1998 the Team completed its program for promoting benefits of listing, having 
contacted over 2000 companies during 1998. It began focusing on a smaller group of candidates 
that were chosen through adopting a criteria that emphasized: (1) attractiveness of the company; 
(2) willingness of the management to cooperate; and (3) potential trading that was likely to be 
encouraged as a result of listing. Because of this promotiola, the Team developed a core group of 
companies that it would focus on in the future. 

During the life of the Project, USAD/CAR-Pragma consultants rendered targeted assistance 
(e.g. in getting shares listed on "A", "B" boards or at the OTC system, upgrading from OTC 11 to 
OTC I and &om OTG to "A" or 'W listings, providing consultations on execution of trades 
through the exchange, issuing bonds, etc.) to more than 100 companies. The list of companies 
included such enterprises as: the JetysuGaz, PromInvest PIF, KIK printing company, 
Centercredit Bank, Bulshoi Dona company, "P.S. Agro Pac" JSC, Foodmaster company, Almty 
Kus chicken products plant, Bank Kaspiisky, Ural-Poliplast JSC, Ak Jaik hnd, Rust Fund PIF, 
Metalinvest PIF, Prominvest PIF, Vita Corporation, A k h  JSC, Oral Joldbcry JSC, Value Tranzit, 
Azimut JSC, Sut, the Dana Bank, Mdochny Suyuz, Astana Finance, Fetropavlovsky 
Chlebobulochny Kombinat, Akmola-Astyk, RG Securities (in structuring and registration of "RG 
]Brand" bond issue), Accept Page paging company (on marketing and listing of bonds), and many 
others. 

In association with KASE and NSC, the Team also developed additional sources for new 
listings; worked to ease the listing requirements and made listing easier and less arduous by 
modifying the requirements and lowering fees; explored the listing potential of corporate bonds 
and Eurobonds on the exchange; worked to establish a regulatory and market practices 
framework and designed a plan aimed at achieving a real growth in the amount of Kazakhstan 
securities available for investment through the stock exchange; made the KASE revise trading 
requirement for the "A" companies (The revised listing procedures reduced the "A" board listing 
requirements for selected companies to one year audited financial statements done by "big six" 
firms.); worked with the RK Government to ensure that a significant volume of shares will 
remain available for trading through the KASE and the local broker-dealer community, rather 
than being traded off-shore in the form of American or Global Depository Receipts; evolved a 
plan (accepted by the NSC) for the Government to require underwriters to provide preferential 
treatment to Kazakhstan investors in allotting of shares; made the KASE pass a resolution that all 
quotes on T-bills and T-bonds be placed on the exchange, with subsequent trades executed on the 
exchange; urged that trading of corporate securities be conducted on KASE, rather than simply 
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registering and negotiating trades off exchange; and assisted the KASE in introduction of 
Deposit Certificates as investment instruments. 

USAIDICAR's assistance was greatly appreciated by the KASE and NSC officials. In June 1998 
at a press conference called by U S E  on certain matters relating to exchange/market activities in 
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, President Azat Nukushev made four direct references to the aid and 
support the KASE has received md is continuing to receive fiom USAID through Pragma . 

In compliance with the Task Order, Bragrna worked closely with the broker-dealer community to 
improve the broker-dealers' overall operational efficiency and transparency by providing them 
with hands-on experience in developing corporate finance and investment banking skills, 
assisting them in working with issuers and other clients. 

Before the NAlBD got dissolved in December 1998 the Project Team had been successfblly 
conducting various training activities for its members and performing other tasks to attain the 
task order's goal. During the first year of the Project USNDlCAR-Bragm consultants: (a) 
drafted various documents for NABD's SRO aspirations, including arbitration and mediation 
codes, disciplinary procedures, rules of fair practice, and committee structure; (b) presented 
training seminars to brokerJdealers on OTC trading, strategies and techniques; (c) developed and 
delivered a short- term supervisory training program for member fim; (d) initiated a six-week 
training program for a compliance and enforcement officer and a new assistant hired by the 
N D D ;  (e) conducted a series of seminars on sales and marlceting practices for broker-dealers 
(organized by an expert on TDY); (0 assisted the NABD in their efforts to cope with the hl1 out 
fi-om the Russian crisis; (g) conducted seminars that emphasized sales to foreign institutions and 
individual investors in dficult times; (h) concluded the brokerJdealer inspection training on 
'Routine Inspection of BrokeriDealer Back Office", covering books and records, sales practices 
and conduct. 

With USAIIDJCm's assistance, the NSC's recognition of the NADB as an SRO was but a few 
formalities from hi t ion  by the end of September 1998. By that time the NABD covered at least 
75% of its expenses through membership fees and seminar revenues. 

However, in December 1998, the NABD had a general meeting to formally dissolve itself. Since 
then, USAIDICAR-Pragma worked primarily with individual broker/dealers focusing on 
upgrading and developing their skills as was required by the task order. 

USAIDICAR proved instrumental in assisting the brokerldealers in selecting companies to work 
with and to provide corporate finance and investment banking assistance. Such corporate finance 
work involved assisting the companies to list on U S E  and perform secondary offerings of 
shares, private placements, obtaining loans from banlks or other financial institutions. 

The recipients of this assistance included but were not limited to such companies as the 
Centercredit Bank (the IMG broker was urged to work with it to encourage bank quote its shares 
listed on KASE), Almaty Kus company (was approached by the DB Securities as a candidate for 
share issuance through the KASE); Pavlodar Bakery (as a potential candidate for bond issuance 
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assistance); Rust Fund, Metalinvest and Pmmlnvest (were identified as market targets to get their 
shares listed on KASE). 

In addition, the Pragrna consultants worked with various broker-dealers to evaluate their 
capabilities to manage significant market shares and with several outside fbnd managers to 
determine their criteria for making investment decisions. Brokerldealers were inspired to discuss 
the potential for marketing and tmdiig mortgage-backed securities, corporate and municipal 
bonds. With the objective to improve broker-dealers operational efficiency and transparency the 
New Capital Adequacy Rules were developed. 

In appreciation of U S m / C M s  support ( Mr. Rick Gurley-COTR) and USAEYCAR-Pragma's 
valuable and timely assistance the NSC Chairman in spring 1999 invited the Pragma consultants 
as observers to the Expert Council where such issues as stock trading and broker-dealer 
operations were discussed (Pragma consultants remained as observers to the Council to this date. 

4.4. Conthueab Provision of  Assistance bs the Kazakbsta~ Stock Exchamr~e aked the 
CmtraZ Depositom 

The major banks in Kazakhstan o~ginally founded the K a z h t a n  Stock Exchange (USE).  
The banks that founded the KASE spent approximately $I million on developing the hardware 
and software necessary to support treasury bill trading. When the task order was written and 
Pragma was contracted, the U S E  did not possess the capability to trade corporate securities. 
Pragrna/s scope of work was changed when NABD was dissolved aad the OTC market was 
initiated under the auspices of the U S E  f i r  more infomation please refer to section 4.3.1. of 
this Report). It became clear then that the KASE needed assistance to strengthen its regulatory 
and operational in&astructure, ensuring its k n c i a l  self-sufficiency, and improving its 
regulatory structure for acquHig an SRO status. 

The Central Depository was initially operated manually at the National Bank. In 1996, the 
Government issued a decree, whereby the Central Depository was established as an organization 
(closed-end corporation) and privately owned by market participants, namely the banks and the 
broker/dealers. The decree also called for development of the Code of Rules for Central 
Depository, which would outline the Depository's major procedures on opening and settling 
accounts, and tramferring data. 

Under the Project, Pragma undertook to provide necessary technical assistance to the W E  and 
Central Depository in developing their organizational and regulatory structures by ensure that the 
KASE accepted the SR8 responsibilities of the NABD, and the Central Depository operated 
efficiently as a privately owned and managed institution, with both having a well-developed 
regulatory framework in place. 

4.41. Supporting U S E  in Accepting the SRO Responsibilities of the 

As mentioned earlier, the task order initially presupposed the development of the sex-regulatory 
capacity of the NABD. However, the formal dissolution of the NABD was yet another step 
toward fbll vesting of SRO responsibilities in KASE. The KASE agreed to establish an SRO 
department within its organization, and USD/CAR-$ragma refocused its SRO development 
activities on the W E .  
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Concomitant with the development of the OTC system, USAIDICAR-Pragma was also seeking 
to enhance the capabilities of KASE, which would own and operate the system. One of the 
Project Team goals' in that regard was to ensure that the KASE was financially self-sufficient, 
particularly with respect to its ability to operate the OTC system after the expatriates departed. 
The Team was also focusing on developing the regulatory structure of the T(ASE, which had to 
be formally licensed by the NSC as an SRO. 

In December 1998, the Team prepared a plan for the development of SRO capabilities by the 
KASE, and for training at the KASE to emure proper functioning of the Exchange in this 
capacity. The NSC readily accepted the plan. Following the plan's acceptance, Pragm 
consultants conducted training activities for the KASE emphasizing surveillance issues, trading 
guidelines and procedures; provided financial assistance to U S E  to support the addition of new 
enforcement officer at W E .  The individual prepared a work plan and participated in 
USAIDICAR-Pragma's formal trainings for SRO; who in turn trained Information Technology 
staff of the KASE to enable them to use and maintain the OTC system without additional 
expatriate assistance. 

During the last several months of the Project activity USAIDICAR-Pragma's consultants 
continued to advocate KASE's evolution into a fully fbnctioning SRO by 1) assisting the U S E  
and NSC in drafting all relevant SRO documents to include the following: (a) Rules of Fair 
Practice; (b) Disciplinary Code and (c) Arbitration Code, and also customer arbitration; 2) 
receiving a commitment fiom the NSC to grant an SRO status to BLASE &fore the end of 
calendar year 1999; 3) continuing to advocate the implementation of market maker rules which 
would improve transparency and liquidity of the market; 4) assisting the KASE in drafting 
market maker rules, amendments to trading, membership provisions, and listing rules. 

By the end of the Project (October 1999) USDICAR-Pragma's Team delivered to KASE the 
"Training Manual for SRO Activities" (compiled by Rick Dvorin, Senior Market Advisor) with 
the idea of getting it copied and distributed to the relevant parties. 

The long-awaited new Rules and Procedures for Market Markers were approved and adopted by 
the KASE Council, membership and the NSC. USDICAR-Pragm helped to draft the 
document, provided comments, and pushed for its adoption (Included among the requirements 
was that "A" and "B" listed companies must have a Market Maker by March 2000. 

It was announced that the remaining normative SRO documents (i.e. Rules of Fair Practice and 
the Disciplinary Code) were to be finished in November 1999. Assuming this is done on time, 
KASE may start the new year 2000 as an SRO status holder. 

4.4.2. Assisting KASE h Developing its Regulatory Structure and Trading Capabilities 

USAT1D/CAR-Pragrna contributed a lot of efforts establishing the U S E  as a well-organized 
legal entity with a functioning charter and effective internal regulatory boards, facilitating the 
SRO process, and encouraging listing and trading on KASE. However, certain key areas needed 
M e r  review and development. The Pragma Team assisted KASE in identifying those areas, 
bringing them to the attention of KASE officials and assisted U S E  in addressing various 
complex issues within them. One of the key areas where USAPDICAR-Pragma proved 
instrumental was the review and development of KASE's regulatory structure. 
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Pragma's legal and market advisors worked in tandem with KASE and NSC oficials, and the 
brokeddealers to draft and promote various market regulations, trading rules and exchange 
procedures. 

Pragma's short-term consultant Tom Allen worked in close cooperation with the U S E  and MSC 
towards development and improving standards of corporate disclosure connected with securities 
registration and stock exchange listings. He produced comprehensive disclosure manuals for 
dissemination to companies, the NSC and U S E .  In addition, a series of planned training 
seminars on broker-dealer inspections was successfblly conducted. This was the first initiative to 
press for enforcement of rules, which had in many cases been in place for several months. 

M e r  the NABD essentially dissolved itself, the Team, to combat the vacuum caused by this 
event, persuaded KASE to establish a compliance/review department. For its part, the Team 
agreed (with USATD approval) to fund the slot of a compliance expert for six months. 
Moreover, the Team assisted the KASE in drafting some normative documents to enable U S E  
to fianction in that capacity. The Team also developed a "sanctions guidelines" for various 
irzfi.actions of KASE rules, which were adopted by KASE in its entirety. KASE completed the 
process of receiving reports of market professionals. The transfer of the authority was done with 
the support and prodding of the Team. The Team also finalized and fully installed the automated 
system for reporting trades that had been transferred f?om NSC to U S E .  

Pragma's Team, as required by the task order, devoted a significant amount of time and effort to 
equip the KASE with all the necessary trading soRware and mechanisms for trading corporate 
securities. The KASE currently accepts corporate securities for trading and has a developed 
system in place to proceed in that regard. 

4.4.3. Providing Assistance to the Central Depository 

By the time the Project began, the Central Depository had been operating as an independent 
licensed legal entity (closed-end corporation) with a fianctioning charter and internal regulatory 
boards. However, the 1996 Decree on Central Depository required further refinement and 
clarification (or replacement); the new s o h a r e  to accommodate new trading system needed to 
be developed and installed; and the operational capabilities for the current and anticipated 
trading volumes and registrar activities needed to be evaluated and upgraded if necessary. 

Shortly after commencement of the Project, USmlCAIP-Pragma developed and installed a 
software package for the KASE's new trading system and the Central Depository. A year later, 
the Team and Bob Singletary of USAIDNASH, performed a 3-hour questioning/diagnostic of 
the Central Depository to ensure its operational capabilities for the current and anticipated 
trading volumes and registrar activities. Manuals on "Registrars" and "Central Depository" were 
developed and submitted to the NSC for review. 

The Team drafted and presented to the NSC for review and approval a new detailed regulation 
on Activities of the Central Depository as a substitute for the 1996 Decree. In drafting the 
regulation, the Team's attorneys went to great lengths to account for the practical needs and 
concerns of brokeddealers, registrars and the Central Depository. Numerous discussions were 
held to address such issues as interrelation between the Central Depository, registrars, and 
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professional participants, individual depot accounts versus consolidated ones, Depository's 
fmamial sustainability. This regulation was formally adopted in early 1998. 

Through the end of the Project the Team advocated for the Central Depository to act as Central 
Registrar for USE-traded issues in order to increase the transparency and optimal efficiency of 
the market as a whole, thus mandating sufficient installation of s o h e  at Central Depository. 
Pragma (with USAIDICAR, Mr. Rick Gurley-COTR's approval) was willing to undertake the 
installation of the standardized registrar software at the Central Depository if the plan went 
through. In addition, USAIDICAR-Pragma initiated discussions on the interrelationship of the 
Central Depository and registers with professional participants. It was believed that different 
functionalities might be carried out by different organizations, e.g. one holding the registries and 
another acting as payment/transfer agent. One option was that the Central Depository would 
carry out all functions, while another was for the registrar to readily and efficiently communicate 
with Central Depository. It was stated that should the latter program be implemented, 
compatible software would need to be installed which remains to be decided by NSC and KASE 
officials. A similar proposal was already carried out in Bishkek and could be readily applied in 
Kazakhstan 

4.5;. Developing financial instruments 

Availability of a varied range of financial instruments in the market plays an important role in 
further developing an emerging capital market. Various investment options provide pension 
fund asset managers and other investors the ability to manage and reduce risk through portfolio 
diversification. At the time the Task Order was written, virtually all the private pension h d s  
and other institutional investors in Kazakhstan were investing in short term government debt 
instruments. Various types of securities (e.g., corporate bonds, municipal bonds, inortgage- 
backed securities, etc.) existed on paper but without being officially registered and placed. 

During 1997 and 1998, there was a slowing down of the Government of Kazakhstan interest in 
privatization of their Blue Chip industries. It was hoped that in absence of such industries' stock, 
the introduction of other securities would offer a variety of products for trade in the market. 

The Department of C o m m e r c e A J S ~  sponsored the first Central Asian Fixed Income 
Conference in Almaty in April 1999 (see belowfor more details). This conference generated a 
lot of interest by the government, the private sector, and the regional authorities in the 
development of the private and public finance industry in Kazakhstan. The Government and the 
private sector indicated their interest in corporate finance and investment-banking activities 
while the regional authorities showed a significant interest in public (municipal) finance. 

During the conference the US Ambassador and the Government of Kazakhstan authorities 
announced their support for introduction of debt instruments in the Kazakhstan economy for 
trade in the securities market. Further, the Government of Kazakhstan and the regional 
authorities (Akims) announced their willingness to allow the introduction of such debt 
instruments as corporate and municipal bonds in the market and requested technical assistance 
from USAID. 

In order to respond to these needs and provide the necessary support, until the conclusion of the 
present Task Order, the project resources intended for Blue Chip Privatization were to be shifted 
to other privatization activities, namely the development of such products as second tier and debt 
instruments which required technical assistance in corporate finance and investment banking. 
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USAIDICAR was asked to promptly begin its efforts to capture the surge in demand. - The 
Project's effort were refocused to meet the need for the program quickly. 

The Project Team began the process by providing the necessary technical assistance for 
introduction, sales, and eventual trade of these instruments through the Kazakhstan Stock 
Exchange. USAID asked Pragma to (a) begin providing technical assistance in the development 
of a public finance industry; (b) explore other investment options and develop those financial 
instruments which would be viable in the Kazakhstan market; (c) provide corporate finance and 
investment banking assistance in initiating a rating agency, continued listing of companies on 
KASE, and intermediary services between issuers, advisors and investment bankers; (d) begin 
the process of developing disclosure and bond related regulations for the NSC; and (e) begin the 
process of drafting regulations for the WSC on investment advisors and rating agencies. 

A special Corporate Finance Group was formed md staffed within the Project's organizational 
structure. The Group started its activities by identifying the companies willing to issue bonds, 
since that instrument was relatively well known to most companies. As February 1999 set in, the 
Corporate Finance Group continued to increase its activities on helping companies issue bonds. 
This work supplemented and, to a certain extent, overlapped with the Team's longstanding 
efforts to encourage companies to list on the exchange andlor develop secondary offerings of 
shares. 

A good example of the work performed by the Team involved JetysuGaz, a gas distributor 
operating in Taldykorgan. The Team consultants made a number of site visits that resulted in 
signing an agreement with JetysuGaz to work together to obtain a listing and to float the bonds. 
The Team facilitated meetings between JetysuGaz and a potential auditor, and several 
investment funds to identify potential buyers for the bonds. Another success story is represented 
by the small-to-medium enterprise Vita. USAID/CAR-Pragma's corporate consultants assisted 
the company on structuring a debt issue using a security mechanism. The ki'ta, producer of 
vegetable oil, saw its bonds placed and sold in late September. 

In addition, USMD/Cm assisted KASE in their introduction of Deposit Certificates as 
investment instruments by surveying insurance companies for indication of interest, and working 
on the use of a trustee mechanism for issuance of asset-backed securities by determining which 
aspects of the M s t a n  Civil Code could permit such activity. 

Gradually it became obvious to the Project consultants that without proper promotional and 
educational efforts, the idea of developing various alternative financial instruments would not get 
off the ground. That observation resulted into the initiation of one of the most successful 
training events of the year. In close cooperation with the Foreign Commercial Service, USAID, 
and the NSC, kTSD/CrPIh-Pragma delivered the first Central Asian Fixed Income Conference 
on April 14-15. Over 350 participants &om throughout Central Asia attended the conference, 
including representatives of the RK President Administration, Prime-Minister Chancellery, 
Investment Agency, law h, banks, media, training centers, S B I T  alumni, and others. The 
Conference explored the theoretical and practical aspects of corporate, municipal and Eurobond 
issuance and provided an opportunity for government officials, market professionals and 
potential issuers to share information and perspectives regarding this newly developing financial 
instrument as an alternative to equity financing. The conference also emphasized the importance 
of bonds in capital formation as well as the importance of KASE for transparen~y and price 
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discovery. Overall, the conference received a lot of support and positive feedback. The 
proceedings of the Central Asian Fixed Income Conference were completed and distributed to 
USAID, broker-dealers, the NSC, KASE, oblasts, municipalities, selected companies, and 
SABIT of the Foreign Commercial Service. 

In July 1999, with the announcement by the Mangestau oblast to issue municipal bonds and 
ongoing plans for fiscal decentralization by Republic of Kazakhstan, the analysis of municipal 
bonds became a priority. Under the 1999 Republican Budget Law, three Oblasts were permitted 
to issue bonds totaling KZT 5-billion (approx. $35-million). Upon unsolicited requests by the 
akims of Atyrau and Aqtau for aid assistance in loan structuring and bond issuance, 
USAIDfCAR-Pragma conducted a feasibility study of water management system and other 
potential municipal projects, as well as a survey of budgetary constraints of the oblasts. 

In the first week of July, trips to Aqtau and Atyrau laid the initial groundwork for feasibility 
studies of municipal financing and bond issuance capabilities. Pragma representatives 
accompanied by Ilona Dimitrieva of Fitch IBGA made an initial assessment of regional finance, 
anti-monopoly c o d e e s ,  economic policy departments, and oblast investment projects. Trips 
to Mangestau and Atyrau were followed by meetings in Astam with Ministry of Finance 
officials responsible of sub-federal debt. These projects were supplemented by assessments of 
the key region Almaty as a source of bond financing. Analyses of both investment-grade 
municipal projects and regional investment programs on oblast "wish lists" were conducted. 
Such potential projects ranged from schools, sewage plants, ancB desalinization plants. The oblast 
governments were provided with information requests for monitoring regional creditworthiness 
and other information checklists directed towards borrowers and professional consultants. 

Pragma's consultants submitted an Interim Report on municipal finance at the end of July. 
Preliminary comments indicated various pros and cons. EBRD's commitment to the Aqtau port 
suggested credit viability (even though these loans originated in the transportation rather than 
municipal loan group). Atyrau was approved for a $16.5 M World Bank water loan. Other 
justifications for project imvolvement included motivated cooperative borrowers and 
parliamentary authorization in place. On the negative side, the federal fiscal system, as it then 
stood, was inherently flawed as a basis for local borrowing. Existing legal provisions were 
applicable solely to administrative rather than corporate local entities. A system of subventions 
inherited fkom the Soviet era transferred oblast income to achieve approximate per capita 
revenue parity. '%xtraction taxes" and 100% of VAT flowed to the national government. One 
prelimmay recommendation was to promote Public Utility Districts as breaking the link 
between local services and Federal Anti-Monopoly Cormnittee constraints; the local Vodocanal 
(water canal) system could provide the basis for generating revenue-based municipal finance. 

On the basis of the prelirainary data gathered, Robert Serahi, Pragma's Senior Public Finance 
Advisor, provided assistance in developing comprehensive municipal bond issues and public 
finance feasibility studies for Mangistau, Aqtau and h t y ,  and conducted a general bond- 
overview presentation sponsored by the NSC. 

Based on the feasibility study, Mangestau oblast placed a $3 million bond issuance through 
KASE, with Deutsche Bank hnctioning as underwriter. 'Fhough the first issuance in early July 
was cancelled by MinFin due to high yields (15.42%), the second auction on July 29 was judged 
successful and received yields of 14.71%. That issue, organized with the assistance of 
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USATDICAR-Pragma's consultants, marked the launching of the municipal debt issuance 
campaign in Kazakhstan. 

In August 1999 the Team completed a comprehensive overview of the potential for development 
of municipal finance in Kazakhstan. The following &dings were reflected in the Overview. 
The challenge of municipal finance is to provide a reliable source of long-term capital to the 
local government sector. Municipal bond financing by oblasts would release the central 
governnsent fiom some of the obligation for debt burdens. Still, the realization of such projects 
depends to a great extent on the outcome of &a1 decentralization, which is at present only in the 
planning stages d limited for the most part to bureaucratic decentralization. The three most 
financially viable oblasts (Almaty, Atyrau, and Mangestau) are permitted by RK budget law of 
1999 to issue bonds totding approximately $35 million (KZT 5 billion). Municipal bond 
issuance is attractive but premature, due to bitations in local markets for long term paper, 
negative credit paper, and insufficient delegation of financial decision-making to the 10caI level. 
As an interim step, since akimats are required by law to compile a list of regionally important 
investments, USMD's role could be in the form of technical assistance in corporate hance to 
the Pkhats. 

A blue print for preparing potential public finance issuances extending into 2000 was proposed 
by the U$MD/Cm-Prqm advisory team. These measures included proposed rules for 
disclosure standards of fix-income offerings (municipal, corporate and hybrids); regulations for 
syndicates and selling groups; andl rules for non-auction safes through U S E .  Other plans 
would involve monthly contact with Vodobnal (water c a d )  and Environmental Ministry. The 
goal would be the evolution of a model independent Vudohnal authority statute, in order to 
break endemic links to federal and local anti-monopoly committees, as necessary for sewing a 
bond issue. Knowledge and documentation of local government laws responding to changing 
parliamentary process is essential to implementing iimncial innovations on the oblast level. 
Proposed visits to selected oblasts should entail extensive and intensive investigation of regional 
investment projects and their previous Mc ia l s .  Additionally, with working group discussions, 
meetings with commercial and other bankers, and lawyers involved in these fields would be 
necessary. Evaluation of technical assistance would depend upon several key factors: t e r n  of 
local market for accepting multi-year paper; stability of local finances which could permit a 5% 
budget surplus in bcal net revenues following debt servicing, as well as annual revenue 
increases corresponding to national. inflation rate. 

It was proposed that long-term plans include a working group meeting (follow-up) to take place 
in February 2000. The format prepared by Ilona Dimitrieva of FitchTBCA for summarizing 
financial information may be used for firrther analysis. Since bonds would not likely be issued in 
1989, steps should be taken to assure that the respective a t s  receive authorization for 2000. 

As a follow-up of the municipal public finance project, USAID/CAR-Pragma visited the 
Mangistau Akimat (Aktau) in October to receive an update on the use of proceeds fiom their 
previous municipal bond issue and to see if there were any commercially viable projects 
appropriate to corporate h n c e  technical assistance. However, upon investigation, most of the 
obhst's investment projects huned out to have a social orientation and did not represent value 
from the commercial standpoint. What did surfkce, however, in conversations with Oblast 
finance officials was the amount of social taxes local multi-national oil companies were 
committed to paying as a result of their contractual obligations with the State Investment 
Committee under their drilling concessions. In many cases, these were spread over a three to ten 
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year period. During the visit, USAID/CAR-Pragma proposed the idea of securing these 
obligations in order to provide: predictable payment streams to the oil companies, the immediate 
use of capital for projects as defined by municipalities, and to provide good multi-national 
products for pension h d s .  This proposal was received positively. D e  the next two months, 
the concept was expected to be developed, in writing, and circulated for comment to Oblast 
officials, the NSC, and the National Bank. 

With the completiola of the municipal finance study, USan>/GAIP's attention turned to mortgage 
financing as an extension of public finance possibilities and the engagement of the social sector 
and developmental tools. Mortgages, in particular, are not only a socially effective tool which 
affords home ownership to a wide range of citizens, but, when secured, also constitutes an 
important investment vehicle through which institutional investors can diversiljr portfolio 
exposure. As previously noted, this is especially true for pension funds in Kazakhstan To this 
end, USAD/CAR-Pragma cooperated with the Institute for Urban Economics (TCTE) to conduct a 
feasibility study on the stimulation of primary and secondary real estate-based lending markets. 
The Institute completed its visit in October and was expected to submit its completed report early 
h November. 

USAID/CBB and Pragma also facilitated a meeting between NSC Chairman Joldasbekov, 
Standard and Poors, and Fitch IBCA to determine the likelihood of their setting up a local rating 
presence in Kazakhstan. 

In sum, over a short period of time USPiTDICAR, led by Nlr. Rick Gurley. (COm of the Office 
of Market Transition) and Pragma proved successful in beginning and structuring comprehensive 
analytical and technical work towards developing the public fiance industry and introducing 
new fixed income instruments in -. Technical assistance was provided to the private 
industry, commercial banks and the municipalities. As was identified by the Pragma consultants, 
additional work would be required in the near future to &her promote the goals and objectives 
of this assignment. 

A developed insurance industry can provide a structure and mechanism for significant capital 
accumulation. Insurance premiums and annuity payments can provide a major source for 
investment capital. The Department of Insurance Supervision ("(DIS") at the National B a d  of 
Kazakhstan (ChNBK3') requested USAD assistance in drafting a general law on insurance, which 
would help establish life insurance and annuity, as well as property and casualty insurance. 
USAfD/CAR was tasked to provide technical assistance to the DIS in drafting a new insurance 
law. 

The insurance legislation in MazaSchstan is represented by the Presidential Decree having the 
Force of Law "On Insurance", provisions of the Civil Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan and 
by approximately nine regulations adopted to supplement the laws. In addition, the Law on the 
National Bade s f  Kazakhstan contains provisions outlining the authorities of the WBK in 
replating the insurance industry in Kazakhsm However, the existing legislation was deemed to 
be insufficient for fostering the development of insurance industry in the country. 
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By early 1999, the DIS completed a preliminary draft of a new Insurance Law for Kazakhstan 
containing more than 150 articles. The DIS was seeking assistance in refining some of the draft's 
provisions, and advice on complex regulatory and technical issues. 

In close cooperation with the DIS, Robert Googins, Pragma's Senior Insurance Advisor, 
conducted a comprehensive assessment of the proposed insurance legislation in Kazakhstan. Mr. 
Googins gave a positive expert opinion on the newly developed draft law stating that some minor 
changes would be needed to turn it into a sound statute compatible with international standards. 
His recommendations basically addressed such issues as regulator's authority, insurance 
company capital requirements, accounting standards, reporting procedures, asset valuation, 
treatment of financially troubled insurers, liquidation and rehabilitation of insurers, and others. 
Based on the assessment, the USAPDICAR-Pragrna Team developed a technical paper entitled: 
Existing Legislation and the Rationale for Enacting a New Insztrance Law in Kazakhstan. The 
paper analyzed the existing and proposed insurance legislation setting forth the main reasons 
why Kazakhstan needed a new law on insurance. It was hoped that the paper would help the DIS 
in promoting its new draft law when it would go to the legislature. 

Section V. Other Activities 
5 1. Web-site developmmt 

US/JD/CAB-Pragma developed and launched its &mom website on Privatization and the 
Securities Market in the Republic of Kazakhstan in 1997. Shortly after creation, the website won 
the top prize in the Social Sector category in the Financial Times' 1997 Business Website 
competition in London. The site, accessible at www.kazecon.kz, was the winner in the public 
sector category in which it competed with sites £rom Ireland, the USA, and Great Britain. By 
June 1998 there had been 15,000 visits to the web site with total of 500,OOO pages accessed. 

In response to the increased need for information on Kazakhstan's securities market, 
USAIDICAR-Pragma reorganized the English version of the site and added several new features 
to it, including: a compilation of references to analyses of Kazakhstani commercial legislations 
that was published or otherwise prepared by local and expatriate attorneys working in 
Kazalrbstan; information on trades on KASE; statistics on visits to the website; and profiles of 
various large Kazakhstani companies. 

After successful privatization of the website, facilitated by Pragma consultants, it continues to 
provide investors throughout the world with up-to-date information on Kazakhstan's stock 
market and privatization offerings. 

USAZD/CAR-Pragma also developed a website for the National Securities Commission that 
allows for instant access to all effective laws, regulations and pending legislation in all matters 
related to the capital market in Kazakhstan. 

The Project has been highly successfbl in attaining the goals as specified in the Task Order, i.e. 
in providing assistance to the NSC, KASE, Central Depository, developing brokerldealer 
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capabilities, exploring the potential for promotion of new financial instruments in Kazakhstan 
and developing the insurance legislation. 

By implementing the Project USAIDICAR-Pragma: a) improved the regulatory structure of the 
NSC, KASE, and Central Depository by performing drafting and legal assessment activities; b) 
aided market transparency and investment potential by increasing company listings and 
promoting broker-dealers' activities; c) improved dissemination of securities market data through 
information technology support; c) initiated new instruments for economic development, 
particularly fixed-income; d) conducted analysis of new arenas of economic development 
(municipal bond issuance and insurance); e) encouraged the deepening and strengthening of legal 
hfkastructure (corporation law, enforcement, bond regulations, etc.); f )  advocated self-regulation 
of lkmldstani capital markets; and g) initiated education and training on capital market 
developments (public finance, self-regulation, policy directions) in an environment previously 
structured for the running of a former socialist economy. 

During the Project implementation, however, some of the objectives of the Task Order appeared 
to be unattainable due to external reasons beyond project's control. For example, the persistent 
unwillingness of the Government to follow through on its commitments on "blue chip" 
privatization made it virtually impossible for the Project to successfully proceed in that regard. 

For the future task order we would recommend a complete shift of focus fiom blue chip 
privatization to the area of financial instrument development. 

Introduction of new financial instruments, particularly fmed-income (debt) instruments, recently 
gained importance as a primary focus of securities market development. In the face of an uneven 
corporate securities market unable to regularly depend on the benefits of a liquid market (where 
bids and asking prices based on competitive pricing take place), new financial instruments are 
crucial as alternative investment vehicles to expand the investment possibilities within the 
economy. In addition to the promotion of corporate bonds, the securities market should be 
expanded to include municipal bonds and mortgage-backed securities. These instruments will be 
geared towards growing pension h d  investments of private pension hnds (as well as 
government accumulation systems which may eventually access private investment as well). At 
the present time, pension funds invest approximately 95% of their assets in government T-bills 
and T-bonds (including Eurobonds) underlying the need that pension funds have to mitigate risk 
through diversification, 

The development of debt-instruments will also provide alternatives for investments banks, 
corporate and individual investors. Fixed-income instruments, unlike stocks, provide a more 
dependable source of income to wary investors, both domestic and foreign. In addition, it offers 
an alternative to corporate equities where profit is unpredictable and dividends are uncertain, 
when "blue chip" strategic enterprise privatization is stalled, and/or enterprises are privatized 
ineffectively. Municipal debt instruments merit attention not only as a stimulus to market 
development, but also as valid means to fund irdkastructure development at the local level. 
Issuance of municipal debt with specific use of proceeds delineated can address the unique 
concerns of each municipality and oblast. 

In addition to developing new domestic instruments (mortgage-backed securities, municipal 
bonds, and domestic corporate securities), investors in developing markets need access to more 
fluid and active international capital. During the 1998 financial crises, fluid boundaries between 
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international investment and domestic emerging markets where foreign investors often sought 
speculative gain, were partially blamed for the collapse of Russian and Asian markets. In many 
cases, this led to emerging markets looking to their own markets for capital. 

This in hun led many national governments to look at their pension funds as a source of 
domestic capital. Diversification into foreign securities has not been encouraged. In Kazakhstan 
this certainly has been the case and the current 5% ceiling on ownership and trading in foreign 
securities presents an impediment to such possibilities. In light of this, Kazakhstani Depository 
Receipts (KDRs) have been proposed as a vehicle that would allow/sanction trading in foreign 
corporate securities on the domestic market. The most compelling reason that KDRs make sense 
is that they are regarded by most professional participants in the market (as well as the current 
head of the National Bank) as domestic instruments-even though they might be composed of 
MicrosoR, Ford, GE Capital etc. Therefore, they would be considered outside the five percent 
foreign securities rule. 

In conclusion, it has been 06cially recognized that additional work is needed to determine and 
introduce new financial instruments in KaZaM.1stan as the next step towards developing a well 
organized and efficient securities market in that country, which is able to accommodate a lot of 
capital and meet the growing needs of various groups of investors. 
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